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Letters, articles, pictures, classic Ferraris etc. are always welcome - please send to the Editor at
the address opposite.  Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with most file formats
readable by a PC , but if you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.

The Editor W rites...

Apologies...

...for the late arrival of this edition, the main reason for which was to ensure that we had the '97
race calendar in some semblance of order.  It also wasn't helped by my PC committing suicide
over Christmas!  Isn't technology wonderful?

End Of An Era

As you're possibly aware, John Kingsbury has finally succeeded in absolving himself of further
official activity within the BHPC, in order to spend his retirement designing yet faster machinery
and understanding aerodynamics.  His former positions of Secretary and Newsletter Editor have
been taken over by Steve Donaldson and Dave Larrington respectively.  On behalf of the entire
membership, I'd like to thank John for all his hard work in the past 13 years.

New Editor

Your new editor is Dave Larrington.  Dave first encountered an HPV, though it embarrasses him to
say so now, in an episode of "CHiPs", in which the two heroes could be seen zooming around
California in a pair of Vectors.  In 1982, he fell over an early Speedy, became a member of the team
who set the Round-Britain HPV record in summer 1983, attended his first race at the Isle of Wight
that same year and was a founder member of the BHPC.  He raced, toured and commuted on a
borrowed Speedy throughout the eighties, but now uses one of the world's scruffiest Kingcycles.
He is married to another Kingcycle owner, but is not biased.  Dave Larrington is 32.  His favourite
drink is not Grapefruit Tango.

High-Speed Thrills

We went round to John Kingsbury's place the other day, in order to take possesion of assorted
Newsletter-related bits 'n' bobs.  There on the drawing board was a full scale drawing of the latest
Kingsbury record machine.  Leaving aside the fact that Tina now covets the said drawing board, on
account of its majestic size, John claims to have got aerodynamics pretty well sussed by now; the
secret is apparently to get the curve 'twixt nose and underside as low as possible.  This prevents
air from from being forced into the ground and causing unwanted drag - this also being the reason
why boats travel slower in shallow water.  The designer remains confident that with a suitable
engine, 50 m.p.h. is within range for the Hour.

There are also rumours in the breeze of a collaboration between Bob "El Diablo" Dixon and Nigel
Leaper, the result presumably to be powered by Andy Wilkinson.  And from the other side of the
Atlantic, we hear that Gardner Martin, Fast Freddy Markham and the Gold Rush team have launched
their "Project '97", with the triple goals of raising the single-rider and tandem 200m speeds over 70
m.p.h. and the Hour above 50 m.p.h.  1997 could be a vintage year for record breaking...

Congratulations...

...are due to Bob Dixon and co.  The new touring Speedy was voted "Coolest Recumbent of Show"
by "Recumbent Cyclist News" at Interbike 1996 in Los Angeles.  The Seat Of The Pants Co's re-
entry into the US market was voted "Coolest Surprise of Show".  We hope he manages to flog a
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few.  Bob's works rider Andy Wilkinson has also had quite a good time of it since the last Newslet-
ter hit the streets, having knocked five-odd minutes off Chris Boardman's record for the Isle of Man
Mountain (TT) Circuit and winning the BBAR title on one of those strange diamond-framed things...
Meanwhile, congratulations of a different sort are due to Mr Secretary Donaldson and "uitstekend
organisator" Sherri Prisk, on their recent engagement.

Re-Inventing The IHPVA

The IHPVA re-organisation committee is now apparently up to strength and discussing ways of
converting said body into an "umbrella" organisation for national HPV bodies world-wide, while at
the same time setting up an "AHPVA" for its American members.  I received the following commu-
nication from IHPVA Director Christian Meyer a while back:

Hi there,

first my congratulations for the EC at Leicester. I really enjoyed being there.

Now we are all back I have to announce one thing that got lost with the cancelled IHPVA meeting
at Leicester.

The IHPVA Board of Directors was kicked enough to strongly wish to make severe changes in
work and structure of the IHPVA. Most of the expected changes were subject of the “Lelystad
Proposal” last year.

——————————————————————————————————————————
RESOLUTION: Approved by the IHPVA Board of Directors, 23 July 1996

Whereas the board of directors of the IHPVA recognise the current form of the IHPVA is not serv-
ing the needs of the world’s HPV community.

And in the interest of more effective representation of the world’s HPV community:

Be it resolved that the IHPVA will form a committee called the Reorganization Committee (RC)
composed of 12 members.  The IHPVA board shall appoint 4 IHPVA board members and 4 IHPVA
members to the Reorganization Committee before the meeting at the European Championships in
Leicester.  The members and leaders of the non-US HPV clubs present at the (already announced)
meeting at the EC in Leicester shall appoint four members to the RC who may or may not be
IHPVA members.  To prevent unbalanced representation on the committee, no more than four (4)
representatives will be allowed from any one country. Committee members MUST have email and/
or FAX capabilities.

The Reorganization Committee has the sole task of developing a detailed, step by step plan for
how the IHPVA will make the transition to an organization of clubs, rather than individual members.
The purpose of this committee will NOT be to decide on new competition rules or record proce-
dures.

On or before 1 August, 1996 the Reorganization Committee shall begin to develop the best plan
for reorganization of the IHPVA.  As per the present IHPVA Bylaws, acceptance or rejection of this
Plan shall be determined by a vote of the membership of the IHPVA. This vote will take place in
conjunction with the 1996 Board of Directors election. The Plan will be completed by 15 October
1996 [subsequently extended to 15th November - Ed], to allow time for discussion before the vote.
——————————————————————————————————————————

Okay, it’s pretty complicated to read but without the legal stuff around it seems to be a quite inter-
esting thing. When finished the final paperwork of the RC must be presented to the members of
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the IHPVA to vote on.

But I do not think this will be a great problem. Almost EVERYBODY we talked to is FOR the idea.
Think of anybody well-known in HPV world (okay, except perhaps Mike Burrows ;-) and we have a
positive statement from him/her.
Here is a list of people who will have a vote at the committee. Many many others offered their help
and will attend the public discussions of the RC on the new mailing list.

IHPVA Board Members appointed to RC:

  Murray Dowling <murray@crs.com.au> Australia
  Al Krause <a.krause@humboldt1.com> USA
  Andrew Letton <letton@netcom.com> USA
  Christian Meyer <Christian.Meyer@tu-harburg.d400.de> Germany

IHPVA Members appointed to RC:

  Paul Buttemer <pbr@mars.ark.com> Canada
  Carole Leone <TRASLO@aol.com> USA
  John Stegmann <stegmann@x400.telkom400.inca.za> South Africa
* Theo Schmidt <tschmidt@mail.access.ch> Switzerland
(* possibly replaced by Juerg Hoelzle)

“Non-IHPVA” Members:

There will be four voting “non-members” too. And that’s what this letter is about.

Unfortunately we did not manage to find “European” members at Leicester so I have to get them
together one by one.  I still do not know how to distribute votes among the different European
clubs, but we already have a pretty mixed group.  I would like to have somebody from The Nether-
lands and from Great Britain too. So I phoned John Kingsbury and he proposed YOU (Dave
Larrington, Jonathan Woolrich) as possible BHPC representative(s) at the RC.  (I contacted Marielle
Bakker/Sacha Knoop too but did not get any answer yet.)

I know the Dutch and the British clubs do not feel they really need a world association. But I think
we should not miss the chance for a real change. It may be some work but I think it’s worth it.

—
You can subscribe to the IHPVA Reorganisation Committee (RC) mailing list by sending the mes-
sage:

subscribe rc

To the address <majordomo@ihpva.org>. When you get subscribed, you can send messages to
the list at the address: <rc@ihpva.org>
—

Now we got the list running the work of the RC can begin.  Of course we would appreciate any help
we can get so everybody interested is invited to join the discussion too.

Please let me know if you are interested to join the committee.
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Yours,

Christian

As things have turned out, the four "non-members" on the committee are:

Peter Ross (UK)
Curt Bjallby (Denmark)
Guus van de Beek (Netherlands)
Jean-Charles Gosselin (France)

World Championships (Assorted)

There’s quite an entertaining report by William Volk, in the Oct/Nov issue of “Recumbent Cyclist
News”, on the 1996 World Championships, held back in August in Las Vegas.  Without going into
too much detail, it was seriously hot and rather windy, which caused a lot of problems, especially in
the road race.  This event was won by Dean Pederson in a front-drive Rotator in a cut-down Gold
Rush fairing - the “partially-faired” class being open to any vehicle into which entry / exit could be
made without moving any part of the bodywork.  This device looks like a thoroughly practical road
machine; I rather think I want one...  The 200m sprint was won by Sam Whittingham's Varna, with
a speed of over 73 mph, albeit on a 2% downgrade and with a far-from-legal wind.

FWD Rotator - Road Race Winner, Las Vegas 1996.
Picture: Tina Larrington, from Bill Volk / Recumbent Cyclist News photo

Meanwhile, preparations continue for the 1997 edition in Köln.  The provisional timetable issued
back around Leicester time seems to list rather too many time-trials for some people's liking, but
Jonathan Woolrich has hatched a plot to hire a coach to transport the BHPC contingent.  See the
"Events '97" section for further details.
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AGM '96

For personal reasons, I was unable to attend this year's Club AGM, though I've been told that
"nothing very exciting happened".  Mike Burrows tried to resign as Chairman, but permission was
denied.  As reported elsewhere, John Kingsbury did manage to step down as Secretary and News-
letter Editor, while Dennis Adcock remains Treasurer and gNick Green is still Competition Secre-
tary.  I also gather that there was a revival in interest in some sort of electronic lap-scoring equip-
ment, only this time not the highly expensive Dutch-made stuff.  Apparently Ian Chattington and
Carl Bailey reckon it should be possible for an electronically-minded person to build such equip-
ment themself for a fraction of the cost.  We hope to hear more - anything which prevents the kind
of grief described elsewhere would certainly be welcome.

Insurance

If, like me, you have been put off insuring your prized machine against theft, due to the monstrous
premiums charged by most insurance companies, then there may be good news.  Mr Competition
Secretary Green has a cousin who works in the insurance trade, and during the festive season
revealed that the possibility exists of negotiating a special deal for the likes of us.  Premiums would
be of the order of 2% of the bike's value, instead of the 10% or so normally extorted.  Values for
home-built machines would presumably have to be agreed with the insurers.  There would have to
be a reasonable number of people interested, of course, before any such deal might be done, so
if you are interested, please contact gNick at the address / phone number shown inside the front
cover.

Pink Fairy RIP

The shocking pink Editorial fairing has competed in its last race!  Sadly, this is not due to crash
damage, or even the acquisition of Better Machinery, but simply because the low-life(s) who broke
into my shed the other day stole the said fairing along with an assortment of tools and a nice
selection of chainrings.  One can only hope that, no, it's nearly Christmas.  A (slightly-belated) Cool
Yule to everyone apart from them!

Events '97

In 1997 it's the turn of Europe to host the World Championships once again.  This time the fun will
take place in the vicinity of Köln, Germany.  The provisional timetable is as follows:

Friday 25/07/97 Arrival
Saturday 26/07/97 Bicycle-feast (I think this actually refers to some kind

of cycling festival - Ed)
Sunday 27/07/97 Qualifying 1000m sprint
Monday 28/07/97 250m sprint; 1000m pursuit races
Tuesday 29/07/97 1000m time-trial
Wednesday 30/07/97 200m sprint
Thursday 31/07/97 Long distance race
Friday 01/08/97 Circuit races (Land vehicles); arrival of water vehicles
Saturday 02/08/97 Water vehicle competitions; Relay races (water & land)
Sunday 03/08/97 Water vehicle competitions; Departure

Getting There

Ian Hague is planning a social tour to the event, and asks that anyone interested in joining the
"Convoy to Cologne" to please let him know as soon as possible.  Ian's address is:



19 Stores Lane, Tiptree, Colchester, Essex, CO5 0LH.

Some of you may well remember assorted Continental parties arriving at the Europeans in both
Leicester and Wolverhampton mob-handed in coaches with trailers full of HPV's.  Jonathan Woolrich
has done some research on the subject, and has this to say:

"Coach To Köln

I have investigated the cost of taking a coach and trailer to Köln.  The full cost for a 49 seat coach
and large trailer would be about £4000 (smaller coaches can’t tow the trailer).  This sounds a lot
but it includes channel crossing, fuel and having the coach with us all week so it can take us  to any
events away from base.  The coach comes from Middlesbrough and would have several pickup
points on the way.  If you break the cost down it would be £200 per passenger for 20 passengers
or £133 for 30.   If we get enough people this could be quite a good price even for spectators.

From the 13 Dec my address will be 31 Hummer Road, Egham, Surrey, TW20 9BW.  The phone
will be 01784 436796.  My work number will (probably) still be 0181 562 4989.  Please let me know
if you are interested and I will let you know how the numbers / price look as soon as I can.  Book
now to avoid disappointment!"

As can be seen from the schedule, there aren't any rail events at the Championships.  However,
German rail-bike enthusiast Peter Lis has expressed an interest in running an event, should there
be enough takers, on a 9 km stretch of track at Schmilau, near Ratzeburg in northern Germany.
Anyone interested should contact Peter at:  Postfach 43, D-23847 Gross Boden, Germany.

CycleVision '97

The Dutch HPV club, in conjunction with the Flevobike crowd, are putting on an event at the RDW
test-track, just outside Lelystad.  Those who were at the 1995 World Championships will remem-
ber this as the venue for the 1 and 6 hour time trials, as well as the Devil on the Sunday morning.
They are intending to run a 200m sprint, 1 & 6 hour TT's and races on a 300m circuit with sharp
corners and short but steep (12-18%) gradients.  This is to take place on the weekend of June 7th/
8th.  Further details obtainable from:  Flevobike, De Morinel 55, 8251 Dronten, The Netherlands.
Tel: 00 31 321 312027.  Fax: 00 31 321 319350.  e-mail: flevobike@pi.net

The Rest Of It

Young gNick has been busy phoning people and sorting things out and so forth, so we now have
a very full season.  The date for Herne Hill is yet to be confirmed, but will be firmed up by the time
the next Newsletter appears (I hope).  There is no CycleFest as such this year, but there will be
some sort of cycling festival in Lancaster on the weekend of August 2nd/3rd.  The BHPC has the
Salt Ayre track on the 3rd, and apparently accomodation will be available at St Martin's College, as
well as camping.  So the calendar is now:

April 6th (P) Eastway Temple Mills Lane, London E15
April 27th (P) Hengrove Bristol
May 18th (P) Wheels Adventure Park Birmingham
June 7th/8th CycleVision '97 Lelystad, The Netherlands
June 14th (P) Hetton Lyons Hetton-le-Hole, Co Durham
June 15th (P) Darlington
June 28th/29th Cotswolds Social Tour Contact gNick for details
July 13th (P) Herne Hill Burbage Road, London SE
July 25th-August 2nd World Championships Köln, Germany
August 3rd (P) Salt Ayre track Lancaster
August 23rd/24th (P) Scotland Being arranged by Steve Donaldson
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September 21st(P) Curborough near Lichfield, Staffs
October 5th (P) Castle Combe near Chippenham, Wilts
October 19th Eastway Races and BHPC AGM
In the light of this somewhat hectic schedule (as well as some prodding from Certain Sources) , Mr
Green has given the scoring system something of an overhaul, with the result that it now looks like
this:

1st - 20 points.  2nd - 15 points.  3rd - 12 points.  4th - 10 points.  5th - 8 points.  6th - 6 points.
7th - 4 points.  8th - 3 points.  9th - 2 points.  10th - 1 point.

Events marked (P) opposite are points events, although only one of the two Scottish races will
count - which one has not been decided yet.  So as missing the odd event will not have a disas-
trous effect on anyone's Championship chances, only a rider's best SEVEN results will be counted.
Unless otherwise stated, we aim to gather at about 10:30, with a view to getting racing underway
at 11:30-ish - the main exception to this is Hetton, which we aim to start around 14:00.  Even if
you're not into racing, the race meetings are as much social events as competitive ones, as well as
giving one the opportunity to try out all sorts of machinery.  Well worth a visit, I'd say.

Finally, gNick also says that you MUST have legible numbers on the left and front of your machine,
at least A5 sized.  Some races will be scored by camcorder, hence no number = NO SCORE!!!

LETTERS

38 Thorpewood Ave.
London SE26 4BX

Re: New Timing System  Eurochamps 96

Dear John

It still seems to be possible to get the wrong time/place with the new system.  According to the
result sheet published in the mag. my average speed in the 10 min. time trial at the Velodrome
(Race 8) was only 25.71 m.p.h. and I was in 8th place being lapped twice by Peter Groeneveld.  In
fact I finished just behind Peter Groeneveld, having been rammed by him to drive me up the
banking so his fellow Dutchman could overtake me on the inside to ensure he (Kees Bakker) came
second & deprive me of third place.  As I was neck and neck with Peter the whole race I know I
wasn’t lapped by him & the Magic Scooter was the only bike to do so.  So my Av.S. must have been
over 27 m.p.h. & something went wrong in the system.

Yours puzzledly

Roy MacDonald

The Editor (who produced the results sheet in question) replies:

I thought there might have been something a little suspect in the published results when they
showed me to have beaten Roy (who is usually rather quicker than I) by a considerable margin in
this race.  The stopwatch system still relies on the human at the controls to press the right button
at the right time, and it seems that this didn't happen all the time at the Leicester Velodrome.  I can
only offer my apologies to Roy, and hope that as we get a bit more practice (or an electronic timing
system!), it won't happen too much in the future.

Meanwhile, another thorny problem in the HPV world rears its head.  Robin Downes offers the
following:
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3 Manor Drive
Cottingley

Bingley
W. Yorks

24.3.96

Dear John,

Thank you for the recent newsletter.  I had the following thought about a subject currently open
to debate.

NAMING THE OBJECT

I'm sure you've experienced that first ideas are often subject to practical modification.  Recumbent
was a good name but is now ripe for modification.  So, as one is reclined on a recliner,  perhaps
one ought to be recumbent on a Recumber.  But be careful, it could make you as Cool as a
Recumberer or turn you into a Recumbist.

Keep on Recumbering

Robin Downes

P.S. I'd vote for 'Meüfl'

The modern trend in the US seems to be call them 'bents - Ed.

Hugh Haines
22 Maningford Drive

Moorside
Sunderland SR3 2RA

The Editor
BHPC Newsletter

SUBJECT: Putting the boot right in.

Greetings

The heist at Birtley, reported in issue 46, comes as no surprise to someone resident in the area.
What is very surprising is that anyone should leave a loaded vehicle inadequately immobilised in
such a public place.  The lack of interest shown by national transport companies (both road and
rail) in conveying bikes of all kinds, is supported by the lack of interest shown by bike owners who
would rather suffer the risk and fatigue of driving the length and breadth of the UK, apparently.  I
have fond recollections of taking a trike regularly to London on the 125 during the eighties, but not
any more.

Only gridlock will drive home the immorality of steadily increasing traffic density and when the
other billions on the planet (currently without motors) get their backsides into one, then the biggest
lump of ice in our “drink” (2 thousand miles wide and 10 thousand feet thick) will complete its
meltdown and anyone living below the estimated 68 metres above mean sea level currently will be
swopping their bike for a boat.

The majority of UK cyclists are basically car users, predators as well as victims.  A national cycle
rally is actually a vehicle camping exercise on York race course and soon medals may be awarded
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for people who actually cycle there.  I meet regularly with people too scared to ride across town for
a country pub venue and convey their machines in cars to a point from which it is “safe” to start the
journey.  This includes a couple of recumbent owners, from the increasing coterie evolving from
the local cognoscenti.

I lack sympathy for the motorised battalions of competitive cyclist, whose vehicles with machines
trapped to roof or tailgate, seek rural parking in order to perform somewhere away from other
traffic.  What classic irony?  I must declare that I still have a couple of Vets medals and could earn
a couple more, if the tedium of training and competing did not exceed my subconscious feeling of
inadequacy - which is what really drives everybody - the small prick syndrome!

Frankly, an issue of the newsletter devoted exclusively to racing info is of little practical use to
those who seek information and relatively impartial comparison of machines in order to make an
informed choice to purchase.  My contribution to the struggling industry has been to buy 3 recumbents
in less than 2 years and I have to turn to R.C.N or Cycling Plus to get some idea of where to look
for my next one.

OK, racing improves the product, but increasing choice requires evaluation of available informa-
tion so that the real supporters, who put their surplus income into low level wheels, can sort the
wood from the trees.  Note that if I wanted to go to Lancaster, it would mean riding all the way over
the Pennines and back, since there is no way I would use a vehicle, except in dire emergency.

Very sincerely indeed

Hugh Haines

P.S. £5 says that this will go into the shredder rather than be printed.

P.P.S. SEDGEFIELD Car Boot sale is a great one for bikes locally.

One point to which I would like to reply with my editorial hat on; I would agree that to have a
Newsletter devoted almost solely to racing matters is perhaps of little use or interest to a substan-
tial proportion of the Club's membership, but the Editor can only publish the submissions he re-
ceives!  And as Hugh himself states, bike reviews and similar are already published elsewhere,
while the BHPC racing items aren't.  Having said that, the Dutch "HPV Nieuws", to name but one,
does publish such articles, and personally I'd be delighted to do likewise, particularly if recumbent
manufacturers would like to lend me the odd test machine from time to time.  Over to you, chaps...

Roy MacDonald's Wasp at Eastway.
Photo: Brian Dalton
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The tyre tests conducted by Ian Sims and reported in the last two Newsletters have clearly caused
a certain amount of thought.  Many thanks to all the contributors, and also to John Kingsbury for
assembling them into some sort of coherent order - Ed.

ROLLING RESISTANCE

From Colin Porter
Dear John,

A random gamma particle from the Andromeda spiral went through my brain cell whilst
reading John Kingsbury’s and Ian Sims’ articles on rolling resistance.

I can’t dispute the articles as they are.  But in the mental maelstrom caused by my braincell
flickering, I did question a few apparent omissions.  They were the effects of road surface and of
suspension, although the effect of road surface was hinted at by the sentence “We are of course
talking about pneumatic tyres on a smooth hard surface.”

Unfortunately, many road surfaces are not smooth.  And were Alex Moulton’s tests just a
test on tyres, or were the small wheels attached to Moultons?  In that case it would have been a
test on tyres + the effect of suspension.

So a meaningful test on rolling resistance must include the variations in road surface and
have no suspension.  The effects of surface roughness is very marked if you are on roller skates.
They will roll easily on a dead smooth surface but become harder to propel on paving stones made
from rounded gravel set in cement.  Why is this?  It seem to me that it is a matter of wheel height
: obstruction height.  e.g. if a 2” wheel hits a 1” high stone, the wheel will stop rather abruptly.  A 6”
wheel would bump over such a stone but with quite a bit of resistance unless it is helped.  As the
wheel gets larger, so the obstruction comparatively less in its effects, and I expect a mathematician
could draw a graph showing this.

Now to consider suspension.  Suspension is a extension of the effects of a pneumatic tyre.
I can vouch for latex tubes giving less rolling resistance, as John says, it seem to be because they
are more supple than butyl tubes.  Thus when the tyre hits a stone, a latex tube is more effective at
allowing the tyre to deform a little around the stone whilst the rest of the tyre rolls on around the
stone, instead of lifting the whole wheel with part of the cycle and rider’s weight over the stone.  As
a result, less of the useful forward momentum is converted into unwanted upward motion which
creates resistance.  And this is why pneumatic tyres roll better than solid ones on rough surfaces.

Suspension enhances the “rolling over” effects by allowing the wheel to lightly climb over
the obstruction without having to lift such a large portion of the cycle and the rider’s weight, so a
small suspended wheel is liable to roll better on a rough surface than on a non-suspended larger
wheel.

What about revolving weight though?  I’ve heard it said that a small wheel accelerates
faster than a larger one.  But how much energy is required to propel each type at a constant
identical speed when all other conditions are equal?  e.g. both types suspended or both types non-
suspended and run over varying surfaces.  Small wheel advocates point to the lesser weight of a
smaller tyre/tube/rim/spoke assembly, but are suddenly engaged elsewhere if you point out that
these smaller weights revolve proportionally quicker at a given road speed than a larger wheel.

If anyone can explain the problem of comparative revolving weights for say, 20” and 27”
wheel at perhaps 10 mph and perhaps increments of 10 mph up to 50 mph, it would be enlighten-
ing.

Since Ian’s experiments were conducted on a roller, and this would produce a different
shape of tread deformation than being on a road (concave instead of flat), may I request that he
repeats his experiments on a flat rough surface with the same tyre/tube/rim as before?  I recognise
the difficulties: constructing a portable channel or V section ramp; fixing 15 kg below each end of
the axle; waiting for windless conditions; measuring the distance before the wheel begins to top-
ple; finding the time and energy to do it all and write it up; convincing the local constabulary
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that you are sane and harmless and not doing something illegal, immoral or fattening.
Colin Porter

P.S.  Sorry if this throws the cat in the works or a spanner amongst the pigeons.
**********************************

Your (ex) editor writes........

Lots of valid points here which will go unanswered until we can find someone to perform the
experiments as suggested in the last paragraph.  Have you  any spare time Colin?

There’s all sorts of bits and pieces in Bicycling Science about rolling resistance, some
relevant, some not, but worth a look nonetheless.  The explanation of travelling over bumps is
interesting in that it relates this to the natural frequencies of the system.

However, I guess that when we are thinking of rough surfaces we are more likely to be
considering rough textures rather than solitary lumps and bumps.  In which case I would have
thought that a fat tyre would span more chippings than a narrow one and thus transmit less of a
vibration to the machine and rider.

It is worth reminding ourselves that what suspension does is to share the hysteresis losses
(i.e. energy losses) between the suspension medium and the tyre and these losses would turn up
in the form of heat.

Another point comes to mind.  Unlike air resistance which increases with the square of the
speed, rolling resistance increases linearly so that at double the speed we get double the
rolling resistance.

I’ve been trying to recall some applied maths from 50 years ago in order to explain the
work needed to accelerate wheel of different sizes.  (It is worth remembering that once the work
has been done to bring the wheel up to speed, the only resistance to motion, apart from aerody-
namic drag, is that of overcoming the rolling resistance.  And this is proportional to that speed and
the load on the wheel.)

To sort out the principles, and to keep things simple, as ever, we need to make a bunch of
assumptions:

Assume that the weight per unit length of the tyre/tube/rim is the same for larger and
small wheels.
We’ll ignore the weight of the hub and the spokes.
Assume that the weight of the tyre/tube/rim acts at radius ‘r’ which is further assumed
to be the outside radius of the tyre.

Accelerating a wheel requires two lots of work to be done.  One is to bring it linearly up to speed ‘v’

(as if it were a weight in your saddlebag) and the other is to bring it up to the rotational speed ‘ϖ’
associated with the speed of travel.

The energy for the linear motion = ½mv2

The energy for rotational motion = ½Iϖ2

We now need to get these equations into compatible form.  (For those of you who know about
these things, ‘m’ is actually w/g, but I shall ignore the ‘g’ in the interests of simplicity).

Now, we can consider ‘m’ to be the weight of the tyre/tub/rim and convert it to 2πr x w, where w
is the weight per unit length, e.g. grams per cm or lbs per inch.  The ‘v’ will be in feet/sec or

equivalent metric units. ϖ is the rotational speed in radians/sec which conveniently translates to

(v/r)  (I remember now, that’s how they came to invent the radian).  I is the moment of inertia of
the tyre/tube/rim, and is equal to:
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I = ½mr2

= ½w x 2πr x r2

So doing a little substitution, we get:

The energy for the linear motion = ½(2πrw)v2

= πrwv2

The energy for rotational motion = ½ x ½(2πrw) x r2 x (v/r)2

= ½ x ½(2πrw) x v2

= ¼(2πrw)v2

= ½πrwv2

Which all goes to show that the smaller the radius of the wheel, the smaller is the energy required
to accelerate it to a given speed.  It also shows that the rotational energy is half the linear energy.

Phew!  that made the head steam a bit.  Let me know if you can detect any fallacies within.

Just spoke to Jonathan Woolrich - “smaller wheels are lighter and easier to accelerate”.  Obvious
really.  Just goes to show how a bit of theory can obscure the fundamentals.

SHELL MILEAGE MARATHON

Miles, Steve Slade and I went to Mallory Park the other day to meet the Michelin Man and to see
the magic tyres that John Jermy had mentioned (see last issue).
The Honda team was a sight to behold.  They had a separate pit tent all on their own whereas
everyone else shared communal pits.  There was this beautifully streamlined vehicle on its stand,
surrounded by what can only be described as a bunch of bodyguards in red overalls.
Anyway I digress, the tyres supplied by Michelin and used by the top teams are 20” x 1.75” of the
most delicate construction with walls hardly thicker than one of those rubber johnny thingies!  Ian
Hughes of Michelin agreed totally with the fat tyre proposition and said he faced an uphill task
trying to persuade the less enlightened teams to this view.

**********************************
Aarn Tate writes:

Dear John,
(snip, snip - Ed)  Some further thoughts on the small wheel / rolling resistance tests.

It seems that a simple way to verify the theory would be to test the same tyre on rims
of different widths.  As rims are not generally available in different widths for the same tyre size,
some wider rims could be made by cutting down two rims and rewelding.  Then we could have two
identical tyres with different sections - ideal for verifying the theory.  Would this also overcome the
hoop stress problem, allowing a light tyre to achieve a low rolling resistance?

Best wishes --- Aarn



JK further writes:

This looks like a very good idea to me.  The hoop stresses would increase linearly with the overall
width of the tyre, but having seen at Mallory Park how light the construction of a tyre can be to be
able to withstand 100 psi, strength should present no problem.  But as you show, the overall
curvature at the contact point would be reduced and a reduction on rolling resistance would be
expected.

And by pure coincidence, Ian Sims has written to say that he tested on his rig a couple of weeks
ago a Michelin 65/80 - 16 Radial Ply Slick which was produced for the World Solar Challenge.  This
was even fatter than the Tioga* and intended to fit a 16 x 2.15” wide rim which Ian has yet to find.
However on a 16 x 140 motorcycle rim, to his surprise, he still found it had less rolling resistance
than the Tioga Comp Pool.

Ian points out that though the tyre weighs a hefty 1 kg, the tread is quite ‘flat’ so that a closer to
circular contact patch is achieved.

(*Results in last issue)

Two further thoughts:

1) For a given rolling resistance, you can run the fat tyres at a lower pressure and allow
yourself a more comfortable ride (Ian Sims / Peter Ross).

2) With suspension you get more comfort at the higher tyre pressures while avoiding
shaking up your legs.  Shaking the legs has a deleterious effect on the physiology of
blood flow and hence performance.  Steve Slade will confirm this and will not be
satisfied until we’ve given him front suspension on his racing machinery!

That’s enough on rolling resistance for now.  Thank you for all your thoughts; and also to Michael
Harris for the details of the Magic Marathon tyres.  J.K.

Or is it?  Roy MacDonald found this snippet in the Autumn 1995 issue of “Recumbent Cyclist
News”:

      EDITORS NOTE:  In the 1992 Cyclopedia
catalog, Gaylord Hill had a rolling resistance chart
that showed a 27" tire as the basis tire at 100, the
IRC Roadlite 20" was rated 128; the Moulton at 175;
the ACS RL Edge 20" x 1.75 was rated at 164; the
Golden Boy 16" x 1-3/8" at 225 and the 16" x 1.75
at 290.  The information was compiled by the CB
Institute for Cycle Research, Ann Arbor, MI.
        In the 1994 catalog another rolling resistance
test was done rolling a tricycle down a ramp to see
how far individual tires would roll.  The best was
the IRC 700c x 25 at 98 feet; next was the Moulton
140 psi tire at 65 feet; The Moulton 70 psi tire at
32.6 feet; The Chen Shin 20" x 1-3/8" 65 psi at 33.6
feet; The Haro 20" x 1.5" at 27.7 feet; and the 16" x
1.75" Michelin 60 psi at 16.5 feet.
        For more information, write Cyclopedia, POB
884, Adrian, MI, 49921.
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Meanwhile, on Merseyside, a certain Mr Nigel Sleigh has found some new methods of improving
the performance of his machine...

"THE SCOUSE SCHOOL OF AERODYNAMICS"

1) Well it works for Damon Hill doesn't it?
2) I thought nearly all WASPs have wings!
3) Perhaps if they were turned upside down...

Photo: Nigel Sleigh

Nigel Sleigh's CabinCycle prototype.  Photo: Nigel Sleigh
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Steve adds that further copies of this excellent publication are available at the following rates:

UK - £3.50
EC countries - £4.00
Rest of the world - £4.50
(all prices include postage)

but that if you purchase one at a BHPC meeting, it will only cost £3.00.  Moreover, if you would like
copies in bulk, to sell in bike shops for example, these are also available at £3.00 (p&p extra).  All
cheques should be payable to "BHPC" - please place orders with Steve Donaldson or Dennis
Adcock.

Road Records

Dear Dave,

Useful if lengthy telephone conversation with John Purcer - Road Records Association - to follow
up a chat he had with JK and then following correspondence post-AGM with me.

Secretarial Stuff
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Interesting to hear all sides to a story from various interested (or disinterested) parties.  May well
be a case of me picking up on the feeling of the AGM all wrong but JK had given John Purcer the
impression that the BHPC were as a whole disinterested in Road Records...

True, I am not overly excited by personally going out to flog away for hours and hours to set a
place-to-place of distance record but I can admire the efforts of those that do (e.g. Andy Wilkinson).
Likewise I did not see any reason to be negative towards the interest shown by the RRA in possi-
bly including an HPV class in their record book.

The Great British Apathy is what may kill this one before it rises - Mike Burrows did a couple of
place-to-places to try to muster interest way back when (there was a note in the Newsletter) and
some of the shenanigans at the RRA AGM tried to offer the same logic with regards to Wilko's
efforts - that is to say having a record will encourage others to try.  It ain't necessarily so, Joe!

I suggested to John Purcer that the RRA open the door to HPV's and that as a Club we canvass for
interest.  Remember the RRA is mostly a supervisory / ratifying body whose members also assist
and observe record attempts.  Out of the great body of cycle sport as a whole very few people ride
these record attempts (with some of the Ladies records standing unchallenged for a very long time
indeed) - out on a minor excrescence of pedal power we are unlikely to flood the RRA with at-
tempts.

The RRA is slightly more bound up with rules than even the IHPVA and to include HPV's would
require a rewrite of their rule book (with lots of definition of what they recognise as a "standard"
bicycle too).  The example used were the mixed tandem records which were forced into their
books on the back of one protagonist who set three short records with his lady friend and then
buggered off.  What John doesn't want is a repeat with it outwardly appearing as a Bob Dixon /
Wilko publicity bash and no other interest from anyone else - this wasn't helped by some heavy
handed lobbying at the RRA AGM.  John P's compromise at their AGM was to suggest that the
matter be looked into further and that a sub-group report back.  This is where we come in.

Several options:

1. Don't care, no BHPC interest, no action (JK's response as John Purcer picked it up).
2. Don't see why not, but not for me, I prefer touring, commuting, building, circuit racing,

drinking...
3. Yes, I'm a masochist and enjoy pain.  Even better than a poke in the eye with a sharp

stick.

The last two bring up an interesting point - what is the RRA involvement? - they divide into two
camps, either seeing HPV's / recumbents as part of cycling in general and therefore willing to
include us, or those who don't see us a part of the cycling game and don't understand why the
RRA is getting the wear when we could set and ratify our own records.  Both views are valid and
not simplified to an "us and us" view versus an "us and them" view.

John Purcer wants to know what interest we have in RRA type records and also to pick up whether
the RRA has a place in ratifying HPV distance records (and whether there are Club members
willing to assist as observer, course checker, timekeeper...) or whether we want to set and ratify
our own records (perhaps using RRA type conditions - no drafting or pacing...).
I hadn't set a date by which I would feed back a response (considered or otherwise) but did say we
would put something into the Newsletter.  Replies back to me please ASAP.

Steve Donaldson.
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L e i c e s t e r  L a n c a s t e r  L i n k

It all started as a joke with John Bradshaw after CycleFest ‘95, which resulted in
much musing over tea and cakes in the local caff on Sundays. However, by June this
year, I wasn’t laughing anymore.

Realising that time was marching on, and having skilfully spent the preceding weeks
in places other than home, working and trying to find a new house to live in, there
remained only two free weekends for me to try out my “planned” route before Leices-
ter.

(There are reasons why doing a reconnaissance is of use, especially over such a
distance. Not only do you find excellent tea shops, interesting scenery and quiet
roads, you also find out which crucial roads are closed, which ones have the hideous
1:3 climb or incredibly steep descent ending in a stop sign just as you get your
speedo off the clock.)

Organising time off work, I perfectly timed a bout of gastro to last right through one of
the weekends. So, it was in the first week of July that I managed to do the practice
tour — in three days instead of four — and with relatively good weather.

Armed with a large selection of OS maps, tourist bumf and my note book, I arrived in
Leicester not knowing how many people were intending to come (having broken one
at an earlier event - sorry Martin!), or their touring ability. I had a rough idea of how
far we would get every day, but as this was my first attempt at organisating a group
tour, there were all sorts of things that could go wrong or hold us up. I erred on the
side of caution and left four days to do the 170 mile trip. And anyway, the European
Championships were on and I didn’t have enough time to worry (not until Sunday
night anyway).

W e  H a v e  a  P l a n  .  .  .

Sunday night - most people had packed and departed Saffron Lane for their return to
reality. Of those that stayed, 15 were going to accompany me up to Lancaster. Steve
D was going to leapfrog with his van and ride back to meet the group at the lunch
stop each day. (Logistics of getting van to Lancaster whilst CykelTouring in the same
direction. Well, that was the plan anyway.)

After talking with Mariëlle Bakker (Ma Bakker) and Sacha Knoop (they of Lelystad
and World Championship fame) a provisional set off time of “morning” was agreed
(the tour was set in HPV time ...)

Day 1 - Monday morning - rousing everyone and sorting out exactly who was coming,
who wasn’t, where was all the luggage going to go and the addition of another motor
vehicle consumed most of said morning. Then, with spirits high and the clouds lifting,
le Tour left Saffron Lane. In all, six countries (The Netherlands, France, Switzerland,
England, Scotland and Australia), 13 bikes (2 Kingcycles, M5 tandem, 2 Peer Gynts,



2 Hurricanes, 4 Dutch low racers and 2 Dutch SWB bikes), the “Caravan”1 and two
motor vehicles (Steve D & Elizabeth, Robert’s wife) made up the convoy. After much
waving and cheering to those we left behind at the velodrome, Koen punctured
before we even got out of the gates to Saffron Lane. The morning was rapidly
disappearing under the afternoon sun.

We turned off the (horrid) A47 and re-grouped, after playing with traffic and road
works to get through to Leicester’s outskirts. The sun had so far managed to stay out
and we were now into the countryside, however, thunder flies swarmed in their
millions, getting into everyone’s eyes, hair and clothes. If it wasn’t one thing it was
another. I felt sure of mutiny.

As the miles started to roll by, our first stop for lunch was at Measham. Arriving in the
centre of this small town, I parked everyone and went off in search of Elizabeth, who
had gone ahead and (hopefully) come into town from one of the three other en-
trances. Steve had gone to secure camping for the night up near Ashbourne and was
planning to ride back and meet us around Tutbury for afternoon tea.

Finishing lunch, Mariëlle informed me that Sacha was sick, just like Peter had been
the previous day. At this stage the crumpled heap on the grass moaned, and my
mind raced as to what to do. Discounting leaving Mariëlle and Sacha in Measham
and riding ahead to Tutbury, a brilliant idea from Elizabeth, to take Sacha and his bike
in her car — if only the roof racks would move. Much fiddling with the racks finally

Sacha Knoop & "Caravan"
Picture pinched from "HPV Nieuws"

1 Sacha’s Caravan part 1 - remove low racer from fairing, insert frame and two wheels, load luggage and voila! What
was a fully faired racing HPV is now an articulated practical HPV with loads of luggage capacity!
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saw them give, however, a non standard front axle length meant that Sacha’s bike on
the car was a no-go situation. Also, what about the Caravan? A quick word from
Mariëlle to Kees had him riding Sacha’s bike with Caravan, while his bike went in the
car with Sacha and Elizabeth to Tutbury. Le Tour continued!

The Sutton Pedersen workshop in Rosliston (a tiny village near Burton-upon-Trent)
was our next stop mid-afternoon. Shaun Sutton was happy to show us around but
had only a couple of complete Pedersens on display, as his latest creations were
already on their way to CycleFest — our eventual destination.

Telephoning the tea shop I discovered Steve, Elizabeth and Sacha were all enjoying
tea on the lawn. Tough life for some! The owners of “the worlds most excellent tea
shop”, when asked what time they closed, offered to stay open “until we got there”. (I
had  promised Mariëlle an English cream tea before the day was out.)

Arriving well after 5:30 PM we bundled onto the lawn at the tea shop. As the last
scone was consumed (literally), Dries was overcome by the same sickness as
Sacha. But thankfully we were only 12 miles from the campsite and Elizabeth was
able to run motorised mercy missions, evacuating the sick back to camp. Surely
nothing else could happen now. I was wrong.

The compact le Tour set off into the sunset, leaving Steve and the now unconscious
Dries in the garden. Less than 5 km up the road, Koen was showing signs of the now
badly titled “Dutch Disease”. Keeping an eye on the rest of the flock and trying to
boost morale consumed the final 10 miles. Reaching the Gateway Caravan Park
shortly after 8:30 PM, I found Sacha asleep in the grass; Elizabeth had gone back to
collect Dries, whilst Steve had locked up the tea shop because the owners had gone
home!

D e a t h  a n d  D e s o l a t i o n  -  A s h b o u r n e  a n d  t h e  P l a g u e

As the night drew in, the casualty count continued. Gÿs had also contracted this
dreaded disease making a total of four new cases in one day. An executive decision
was made against going anywhere on Tuesday to let them recover. I reckoned
(hoped) it was only a 24 hour bug - by this stage Peter was 100% and Sacha was
feeling a little better. So endeth Day 1.

Day 2 - After lunch and left to our own devices, Steve and I rode the Tissington Trail
to check that the previous night’s rain had not made it unridable. (Local Knowledge
Award goes to The Mighty Tim Hayes who suggested riding the trail). The trail started
at Ashbourne and was built on a disused railway line. It was one of two purpose built
car-free sections of le Tour, gradually climbing up onto the Derbyshire Dales to
Parsley Hay, where we rejoined the country roads.

Anyway, arriving back at the campsite, Françoise was not feeling too well (there went
the Dutch haircut theory). But the good news was that Sacha, Dries, Koen and Gÿs
were feeling better in varying degrees. This I could cope with — one casualty at a
time not five! After having reassured myself that Françoise was not anywhere near as
sick as the others, and that Elizabeth would be around just in case, the decision to



press on was made.

The bar was now open and, as one customarily does on tour, consumption of
quantities of pizza and beer commenced. Later that night as I drifted off to sleep the
last thing I remember was thanking the powers that be that no-one else had gone
down with the dreaded blurgie.

Those same powers were being cursed as I was rudely awoken only a couple of
hours later with an uncontrollable urge to get out of the tent . . . and thus I became
the seventh casualty. The next few hours passed me by — I just wanted to die. Why
Me? Why now, when everyone else is getting better?

Day 3 - Steve broke the news to Mariëlle - mind you most had gathered by that stage
that something was wrong. Françoise had improved markedly overnight and was able
to ride. As everyone packed up (I was the only one not well enough to ride) the route
was explained and arrangements were made for meeting up at Parsley Hay. Le Tour
left Gateway with stand-in navigators Ben and Brechtje on their tandem leading the
way.

Arriving by car at the top of the Tissington Trail, Steve unpacked the wee bike and
cycled off towards Ashbourne, to meet le Tour en-route, whilst Elizabeth and I went
for a walk. I was at this stage getting hungry so I knew I was getting better . . . I
planned on joining le Tour at the lunch stop . . . as I watched clouds overhead on the
bench . . .

A (ferociously) Scottish voice broke the silence, to the sound of “There you are!”, and
I realised that it was time to get up — well it was past midday and everyone had
arrived. After a short break to make sure Sacha and Caravan hadn’t been blown into
Yorkshire, le Tour was back on the road and heading to Ashford-in-the-Water for
lunch.

However, once again things did not quite go to plan. The quaint English habit of half
day closing coincided with our arrival in Ashford and consequently my planned tea
shop stop was shut. But not all was lost — on the banks of the river we picnicked,
watching the ducks and fish watching us. After lunch I decided that I was well enough
to ride and met everyone at (the top of) the scenic Monsal Head viewpoint.

Once again Steve and Elizabeth drove on to the campsite as we were left to make
our own way to Bamford, at the base of Snake Pass. There, the two Hurricanes were
re-assembled — after having problems with the quick release holding their suspen-
sion together. And in keeping with the “homey feel” of Leicester, the campsite was
ideally placed underneath the railway line, so every hour or so into the night the
comforting sounds of passenger and freight trains pierced the tranquil silence of the
English countryside.

S t e v e  L o s t  t h e  C a r a v a n  o n  S n a k e  P a s s

Day 4 — After a restful night’s sleep le Tour left Bamford and headed along
Ladybower Reservoir up Snake Pass. I had chosen this route because of the view
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from the top of the pass - you can see for miles around . . . However, thick fog
descended upon us as we ascended the pass and the temperature plummeted,
reducing visibility to just a few metres. (Apparently Steve and Elizabeth had admired
the weather approaching as they took in the view from the top).2 A few anxious
moments were had as Dries punctured on the descent but luckily he ended up unhurt
in the grass. After a short break to thaw out in the tea shop we emerged, only to find
a bag on Bernard’s bike had been stolen. After reporting it to the local bobby, le Tour
left Glossop slightly later than planned, but made good time to Uppermill for lunch.

Steve and Elizabeth (once again) had found a tea shop for lunch, with plenty of bike
parking, in Uppermill. However, a blackout at the exact minute we arrived once again
had us running around (I mean, you can plan for mechanical problems but not
electrical ones!). At least the rain had stopped so a picnic in the park constituted
lunch.

Passing through Todmorden (twinned with Ronco, France) we headed on towards
Hebden Bridge — the last food stop before the twisty 1:3 climb up to Jack’s Bridge
Campsite. Rumour has it that Koen had cycled all the way up it, with Peter managing
to jack-knife his trailer (9 kg bike and 40 kg loaded trailer). I will admit to wimping out
and walking it (a 24” bottom gear not quite low enough!).

So, arriving after another eventful day on the road, Jack’s Bridge greeted us with an
open fire, good beer, great company, “one shower fits all” and a goat. It was our last
night before Lancaster and I was not really looking forward to the end of this adven-
ture.

Day 5 dawned cloudy and windy. Climbing back up to the top of the hill, the undulat-
ing plateau offered great views and a wind farm (which was “on” gauging from the
stiff breeze blowing), plus a hairy descent into the last major town before Lancaster.
A minor navigational nightmare saw everyone get through the centre of Burnley and
the surrounding roundabouts without mishap and then we were out in the peace and
quiet of the country.

Just outside of Whalley, a moving (sic!) reunion of the Dutch contingent and Jost
Loos (who had gone touring on his motorcycle and had only heard from John
Bradshaw that we were all sick and dying in Ashbourne). Mariëlle was happily singing
as we cycled through tiny country lanes towards Dunsop Bridge.

Jost had a message from CycleFesters that there would be a group of cyclists out on
the long day trip meeting us at Dunsop Bridge3. So we lunched on the banks of the

2  Sacha’s Caravan part 2 - Steve and Elizabeth had been keeping a lookout for Sacha on the Pass but had
somehow missed seeing the bright orange Merengue! So while le Tour were all thawing out in the tea shop in
Glossop, I was waiting for the intrepid lookouts to return from Bamford!

3 Dunsop Bridge is famous for being the geographical centre of the universe (well, of the UK anyway!) It is also
famous for BT’s 100,000th public telephone box into which we managed to cram 9 cyclists just for fun!
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(Almost) Complete 1996 Race & Championship Results

31st March - Eastway - Race 1
Pos Name No Machine Laps Class Points

1 Dave Richards 94 Sun Machine II 10 U 8 (U)
2 Richard Amos 28 Kemp Evo II 10 U 7 (U)
3 Martyn Kemp 29 Doober Jolly 10 U 6 (U)
4 Mike Burrows 2 Windcheetah 10 U/M 5(U) / 20 (M)
5 René Meek 53 Ross 10 U 4 (U)
6 Paul See 37 Kingcycle 10 U 3 (U)
7 Martin Brown 93 Kingcycle 10 U 2 (U)

8
Chris Parker
Karen Thomas

10 Karis Tandem 10 U 1 (U)

9 Dave Redknap 74 Quadras 9 U 0
10 Patrick Field 11 Ratcatcher 9 U 0
11 Dave Bridges 26 CAB II 9 U 0
12 Derrick Tweddle 96 Fast Donkey 9 U 0
13 Jonathan Skoyles 31 Mean 'n' Green I 9 U 0
14 Tim Hayes 25 Trice 9 U/M 0(U) / 12 (M)
15 Geoff Bird 50 Velodynamics Mk II 8 U 0
16 Phil Skoyles 30 Mean 'n' Green 8 U 0
17 Marcus Hunt 54 Windcheetah 8 U/M 0 (U) / 8 (M)

18 Tina Brandenburg 27 Kingcycle 8 U/L 0 (U) / 20 (L)
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river in the late afternoon sun, drinking large mugs of tea in the company of Ducks. Not just
your ordinary household ducks, but rather tame and inquisitive ducks — lulled into a sense
of security by hundreds of tourists feeding them. This made catching the ducks rather easy
and the subject of “Dunsop Duck” for tea was becoming quite attractive. However, I
digress. The CycleFesters eventually arrived (not realising they were supposed to be
meeting us), and with our numbers now swelled to over 30, moved out over the Trough of
Bowland on the last leg of le Tour.

After a photo opportunity at the top of the Trough we pressed on up Quernmore Hill
(another 1:3) to arrive in the centre of Lancaster in peak hour! Local hero, Pete Cox,
navigated us through the Lancastrian one way system and got us onto the bike path for the
car free trip to the campsite.

R e d  C a r p e t  a n d  a  C h a m p a g n e  R e c e p t i o n !

After five days, 170 miles, seven casualties and four punctures, le Tour arrived safely at the
Grand Hotel on Morecambe Prom, to a rousing cheer, red carpet and champagne. What a
welcome!
It was finally over.

Huge thanks are due to both Steve D and Elizabeth Souter for their patience and casualty
carrying capacity! Also thanks to Mariëlle, Sacha, Kees, Bernard, Françoise, Dries, Gÿs,
Ben, Brechtje, Peter, Frank, Koen and Robert for coming along and staying on tour!



19 Chris Skoyles 32 Mean 'n' Green II 7 U 0
20 James Murphy 79 Kingcycle 7 U 0
21 Kevin Mercer 4 BB2 7 U 0
22 Robert Mercer 3 BB1 6 U 0
23 Christine Murphy 80 Kingcycle 5 U/L 0 (U) / 12 (L)
24 Alec Brown 6 Brown Thing 5 U 0
25 Terry Power 47 Inversion DNF U 0
? Vince Mackenzie 52 Hurricane ? U ?
? Chris Chapman 20 Trice ? U/L ?

? Andy Barnes 90 Kingcycle ? U ?

31st March - Eastway - Race 2
Pos Name No Machine Laps Class Points

1 Steve Slade 5 Wasp II 13 F 20 (F)
2 Ian Sheen 86 Windcheetah 12 F 12 (F)
3 Steve Donaldson 85 Wasp II 12 F 8 (F)
4 Jonathan Woolrich 7 Oscar II 12 F 7 (F)
5 Mike Weaver 9 Mikew 2c 12 F 6 (F)
6 Wouter Souverkropp 60 Hurricane 11 U 20 (U)
7 Nigel Leaper 1 Sausage 11 F 5 (F)
8 Ian Chattington 36 Ross XLR 11 U 12 (U)
9 Roy MacDonald 55 Kingcycle 11 F 4 (F)
10 Tim Costen 51 Kingcycle 11 F 3 (F)
11 Dave Larrington 68 The Pink Fairy 10 F 2 (F)
12 Paul London 22 Kingcycle 10 F 1 (F)
13 Nigel Sleigh 121 Leaper Notso 9 F 0
14 gNick Green 44 Mortimer 9 U 0
15 Dennis Adcock 66 No Name 9 F 0
16 John Olson 73 Black Rat 8 U 0

17 Ken Brown 8 Traction Avant DNF U 0

This all happened so long ago that I can't remember any of the details, except the first-lap skirmish
between Nigel Leaper and a wandering dog, which nearly brought down half the field running flat-
out along the back straight.  I don't know what happened to Vince Mackenzie, Chris Chapman or
Andy Barnes - your names were on the signing-on sheet, but not in the results assembled by Mr
Competition Secretary Green.

21 April - Welwyn - Race 1
Pos Name No Machine Laps Class Points

1 John Lafford 89 92B 35 U 12 (U)
2 Martyn Kemp 29 Doober Jolly 34 U 8 (U)
3 Richard Amos 28 Kemp Evo 2 33 U 7 (U)
4 Paul See 37 Kingcycle 33 U 6 (U)
5 Terry Power 47 Inversion 33 U 5 (U)
6 Dave Redknap 74 Quadras 33 U 4 (U)
7 Kevin Golloghly 23 Inversion II 33 U 3 (U)
8 René Meek 53 Ross 32 U 2 (U)
9 Paul Morantz 57 Kingcycle 32 U 1 (U)
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21 April - Welwyn - Race 1(cont)
10 Marcus Hunt 54 Windcheetah 31 U/M 0 / 20 (M)
11 Dave Bridges 26 Cab II 31 U 0
12 Jonathan Skoyles 31 Mean 'n' Green I 30 U 0
13 Phil Skoyles 30 Mean 'n' Green 29 U 0
14 Tim Hayes 25 Trice 28 U/M 0 / 12 (M)
15 Dave Pinkerton 61 Very Repugnant 27 U 0

Retd Ken Brown 8 Traction Avant ? U 0
Retd José Espejo? 58 Kingcycle? ? U 0

Retd Simon Thompson 59 No Name ? U 0

21 April - Welwyn - Race 2
Pos Name No Machine Laps Class Points

1 Nigel Leaper 76 Low 45 F 20 (F)
2 Steve Donaldson 156 Wasp 44 F 12 (F)
3 Ian Sheen 86 Windcheetah 42 F 8 (F)
4 Jonathan Woolrich 7 Oscar II 41 F 7 (F)
5 Mike Weaver 9 Mikew 2C 39 F 6 (F)
6 Tim Costen 51 Kingcycle 37 F 5 (F)
7 Martin Arundel 103 Other Woman 37 F 4 (F)
8 Roy MacDonald 55 Kingcycle 37 F 3 (F)
9 Ian Chattington 36 Ross Festina XLR 36 U 20 (U)
10 Dave Larrington 68 The Pink Fairy 35 F 2 (F)
11 Paul London 22 Kingcycle 30 F 1 (F)

Retd Steve Slade 5 Wasp 26 F 0

19 May - Herne Hill - Race 1
Pos Name No Machine Laps Class Points

1 John Lafford 89 92B 44 U 20 (U)
2 Martyn Kemp 29 Doober Jolly 43 U 12 (U)
3 Richard Amos 28 Kemp Evo 2 42 U 8 (U)
4 Chris Martin 63 Windcheetah 40 U/M 6 (U) / 20 (M)
5 Kevin Golloghly 23 Inversion 2 40 U 5 (U)
6 Paul Morantz 57 Kingcycle (Wreck) 40 U 4 (U)
7 Jonathan Woolrich 7 Shopper 40 U 3 (U)
8 Jonathan Skoyles 31 Mean 'n' Green I 39 U 2 (U)
9 gNick Green 44 Mortimer 39 U 1 (U)
10 Martin Brown 93 Kingcycle 38 U 0
11 Terry Power 47 Inversion 38 U 0
12 Marcus Hunt 54 Windcheetah 38 U/M 0 / 12 (M)
13 Tim Hayes 25 Trice 37 U/M 0 / 8 (M)
14 Sherri Prisk 24 Kingcycle 36 U/L 0 / 20 (L)
15 Ken Dickinson 64 HD 36 U 0
16 Phil Skoyles 30 Mean 'n' Green 34 U 0
17 Nigel Sleigh 121 Leaper? Wasp? 32 F 2 (F)
18 John Linwood 65 Trice 32 U/M 0 / 7 (M)

19 Susan Laughton 83 Kingcycle 30 U/L 0 / 12 (L)
20 James Murphy 79 Kingcycle 27 U 0
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19 May - Herne Hill - Race 2
Pos Name No Machine Laps Class Points

1 Ian Sheen 86 Windcheetah 55 F 20 (F)
2 Nigel Leaper 76 Low 54 F 12 (F)
3 Steve Slade 11 Wasp 53 F 8 (F)
4 Steve Donaldson 92 Wasp 53 F 7 (F)
5 Tim Costen 51 Kingcycle 53 F 6 (F)
6 Mike Weaver 9 Mikew 2C 47 F 5 (F)
7 Dave Larrington 68 The Pink Fairy 43 F 4 (F)
8 Roy MacDonald 55 Kingcycle 43 F 3 (F)
9 Ian Chattington 36 Ross XLR Festina 42 U 8 (U)
10 Wouter Souverkropp 60 Hurricane 41 U 7 (U)
11 Dave Richards 94 Sun Machine III 39 U 2 (U)
12 Dave Redknap 74 Quadras 39 U 1 (U)
13 Paul See 37 Kingcycle 38 U 0
14 Adam Weaver 13 Ross 36 U 0
15 Aaron Lapparg? 62 Kingcycle 36 U 0

16 René Meek 53 Ross 36 U 0

We had to use a certain amount of creative accounting in the points awarded to the unfaired riders
at Herne Hill, due to their being present in both races.

1st June - Hetton Lyons - Single Lap
Pos Name No Machine Time

1 Steve Slade 86 Wasp 2.07
2 Ian Sheen 39 Windcheetah 2.42
3 Nigel Brown 76 Kingcycle 2.49
4 John Milburn 71 Milburn 3.22
5 Sherri Prisk 24 Kingcycle 3.23
6 Tim Clarkson 67 Trice 3.30
7 Tim Hayes 25 Trice 3.31
8 José Espejo 62 Kingcycle 3.42
9 Susan Laughton 83 Kingcycle 4.21

1st June - Hetton Lyons - 1 hour + 1 Lap
Pos Name No Machine Laps Class Points

1 Ian Sheen 86 Windcheetah 26 F 20 (F)
2 Steve Slade 63 Wasp 26 F 12 (F)
3 Mike Weaver 9 Mikew 2C 24 F 8 (F)
4 Ian Chattington 36 Ross XLR 22 U 20 (U)
5 Nigel Brown 76 Kingcycle 22 F 7 (F)
6 Roy MacDonald 55 Kingcycle 21 F 6 (F)
7 Jonathan Woolrich 7 Oscar II 21 F 5 (F)
8 John Lafford 89 92B 21 U 12 (U)
9 Chris Martin 63 Windcheetah 19 U/M 8 (U) / 20 (M)
10 gNick Green 44 Mortimer 18 U 7 (U)
11 Dave Redknap 74 Quadras 18 U 6 (U)
12 Paul Morantz 57 Kingcycle 18 U 5 (U)
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1st June - Hetton Lyons - 1 hour + 1 Lap (cont)
13 Derrick Tweddle 96 Fast Donkey 18 U 4 (U)
14 David Dunlop 12 Ross 18 U 3 (U)
15 Tim Hayes 25 Trice 18 U/M 2 (U) / 12 (M)
16 John Milburn 71 Milburn 17 U/M 1 (U) / 8 (M)
17 James Murphy 79 Kingcycle 16 U 0
18 Tim Clarkson 67 Trice 16 U/M 0 / 7 (M)
19 Sherri Prisk 24 Kingcycle 15 U/L 0 / 20 (L)
20 Mark Timbrell 72 FlevoBike 15 U 0
21 Susan Laughton 83 Kingcycle 14 U/L 0 / 12 (L)
22 Christine Murphy 80 Kingcycle 11 U/L 0 / (8)

Retd Dave Larrington 68 The Pink Fairy 14 F 0

Retd José Espejo 62 Kingcycle 2 U 0

It was cold and miserable, and to add insult to injury, my back tyre let go just when I was in line for
a fourth overall (best ever result).  Don't you just hate it when that happens?

2nd June - Darlington - Time Trial - 32 miles
Pos Name No Machine H M S MPH Class Points

1 Andy Wilkinson 78 Windcheetah 1 01 07 31.42 F 20 (F)
2 Steve Slade 63 Wasp 1 03 54 30.05 F 12 (F)
3 Ian Sheen 86 Windcheetah 1 17 26 24.80 F 8 (F)
4 Jonathan Woolrich 7 Oscar II 1 24 11 22.81 F 7 (F)
5 Ian Chattington 36 Ross XLR 1 25 05 22.57 U 20 (U)
6 Mike Weaver 9 Mikew 2C 1 27 12 22.02 F 6 (F)
7 Nigel Brown 76 Kingcycle 1 28 41 21.65 F 5 (F)
8 Dave Larrington 68 The Pink Fairy 1 31 54 20.89 F 4 (F)
9 Roy MacDonald 55 Kingcycle 1 32 01 20.87 F 3 (F)
10 Chris Martin 63 Windcheetah 1 39 29 19.30 U/M 12 (U)/20 (M)
11 Mark Timbrell 72 FlevoBike 1 44 19 18.41 U 8 (U)
12 gNick Green 44 Mortimer 1 47 22 17.88 U 7 (U)
13 Paul Morantz 57 Kingcycle 1 47 23 17.88 U 6 (U)
14 Tim Hayes 25 Trice 1 51 45 17.18 U/M 5 (U)/12 (M)
15 Bob Dixon 77 Windcheetah 1 51 52 17.16 U/M 4 (U)/8 (M)
16 Tim Clarkson 67 Trice 2 02 05 15.73 U/M 3 (U)/7 (M)
17 Sherri Prisk 24 Kingcycle 2 06 58 15.12 U/L 2 (U)/20 (L)
18 José Espejo 62 Kingcycle 2 07 58 15.00 U 1 (U)

19 Susan Laughton 83 Kingcycle 2 18 11 13.89 U/L 0/12 (L)

Even more of the course has been surfaced with enough of that coarse gravel to test anyone's
theories on rolling resistance, but in spite of this, Steve Slade managed to knock a good few
minutes off last year's winning time.  All very well, except for the presence of that man Wilkinson,
in his first HPV race...  Paul Morantz was extremely put out when Sherri passed him on a descent;
"NO-ONE passes me on a downhill!" being one of his favourite sayings.  Roy must be rueing the
slight navigational error which led him to making an extra lasp of a roundabout, thus losing a place
to a gleeful editor by just seven seconds.
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2nd June - Darlington - Madness In The Park
Pos Name No Machine Laps

1 Steve Slade 39 Kingcycle 28
2 Andy Wilkinson 63 Windcheetah 28
3 Nigel Brown 76 Kingcycle 27
4 Derrick Tweddle 96 Fast Donkey 27
5 Ian Sheen 77 Windcheetah 26
6 Dave Larrington 68 UnPink Fairy 24
7 Jonathan Woolrich 4 Shopper 24
8 Dave Redknap 74 Quadras 24
9 Paul Morantz 57 Kingcycle 24

10 Mike Weaver 9 Mikew 2C 23
11 José Espejo 62 Kingcycle 23
12 Tim Hayes 25 Trice 23
13 Tim Clarkson 67 Trice 23

14 Sherri Prisk 24 Kingcycle 22

23rd June - Curborough - Points Race
Pos Name No Machine Laps Class Points

1 Steve Slade 11 Wasp II 20 F 20 (F)
2 Jonathan Woolrich 7 Oscar II 19 F 12 (F)
3 Ian Sheen 86 Windcheetah 19 F 8 (F)
4 Ian Chattington 36 Ross XLR 19 U 20 (U)
5 Roy MacDonald 55 Kingcycle 19 F 7 (F)
6 Nigel Leaper 1 Sausage 18 F 6 (F)
7 Dave Larrington 68 The Pink Fairy 17 F 5 (F)
8 Dave Richards 94 Sun Machine III 17 U 12 (U)
9 Paul Davies 81 Carbon 93 Bike 17 U 8 (U)
10 Dave Redknap 74 Quadras 17 U 7 (U)
11 Paul Ki-Kydd 69 Kingcycle 17 U 6 (U)
12 Andy Rice 82 Pinkerton Knutt 17 U 5 (U)
13 René Meek 53 Ross 17 U 4 (U)
14 gNick Green 44 Mortimer 17 U 3 (U)
15 Dennis Adcock 66 Old Pig 16 F 4 (F)
16 Dave Bridges 26 CAB 2 16 U 2 (U)
17 Sherri Prisk 24 Kingcycle 16 U 1 (U) / 20 (L)
18 Geoff Bird 50 Velodynamics 16 U 0
19 Nigel Sleigh 121 Wasp II 16 F 3 (F)
20 Lloyd Tomkins 58 Kingcycle 16 F 2 (F)
21 Paul See 37 Kingcycle 15 U 0
22 Tim Hayes 25 Trice 15 U/M 0 / 20 (M)
23 Nigel Sims 84 Pinkerton Hedgecutter 15 U 0
24 David Pinkerton 87 Pinkerton Buggs Bunny 15 U 0
25 Susan Laughton 83 Kingcycle 13 U/L 0 / 12 (L)
26 Matt Bridgestock 88 PlyCycle 12 U/M 0 / 12 (M)

Personally, I was not displeased when Sherri went into the bushes a couple of times...
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3rd August - Lancaster Points Race - 40 minutes + 1 lap
Pos Name No Machine Laps Class Points

1 Richard Grigsby 122 Ross Festina 26 F 20 (F)
2 Jonathan Woolrich 7 Oscar II 25 F 12 (F)
3 Steve Donaldson 85 Kingcycle 25 F 8 (F)
4 Kees Bakker 156 Raven 23 U 20 (U)
5 Dave Richards 94 Sun Machine III 23 U 12 (U)
6 Neil Marshall 124 Kingcycle 23 F 7 (F)
7 Roy MacDonald 55 Kingcycle 23 F 6 (F)
8 Marielle Bakker 165 Baron Low Racer 20 U/L 8 (U) / 20 (L)
9 Mark Timbrell 116 Kingcycle 20 U 7 (U)
10 John Maher 24 M5 Low Racer 20 U 6 (U)
11 Jean-Charles Gosselin 127 Home Made FWD 18 U 5 (U)
12 Sherri Prisk 24 Kingcycle 18 U/L 4 (U) / 12 (L)
13 Nigel Brown 123 Trice 18 U/M 3 (U) / 20 (M)
14 Tim Hayes 25 Trice 18 U/M 2 (U) / 12 (M)
15 Nigel Sleigh 121 Wasp II 18 F 5 (F)
16 Rodolphe Friemel 128 Trice 17 U 1 (U) / 8 (M)
17 Neil Jones 130 Polecat 17 U 0
18 Neil Coles 125 Radius 16V 17 U 0

19 Sharon Scott 119 Kingcycle 17 U/L 0 / 8 (L)
20 Peter Cox 55 Rubicon 17 U/M 0 / 7 (M)

3rd August - Lancaster Devil
Pos Name No Machine

1 Steve Donaldson 85 Kingcycle
2 Neil Marshall 124 Kingcycle
3 Roy MacDonald 55 Kingcycle
4 Peter Ross 122 Ross Festina
5 Joost Los 121 Wasp
6 Mark Timbrell 116 Kingcycle
7 John Maher 24 M5 Low Racer
8 ? ? Buggs
9 Jean Charles Gosselin 127 Home Made FWD
10 Sherri Prisk 24 Kingcycle
11 Rodolphe Friemel 128 Trice
12 Neil Coles 125 Radius 16V
13 Thomas Martin ? Horizon
14 Peter Cox 55 Rubicon
15 Seamus King ? ?
16 Nigel Brown 123 Trice
17 Jill ? ? LWB
18 James ? ? Vision

2nd race not scored.  Most of the Curborough track has been nicely resurfaced now, although it's
still a bit rough down at the bottom bend.  One wonders whether it was the smooth fresh asphalt
which encouraged Roy MacDonald to go a touch too fast through the Esses on the first lpa - a
move which resulted in some dramatic rough stuff.
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24th August - East Fortune - Points Race - 30 minutes + 1 Lap
Pos Name No Machine Laps Class Points

1 Steve Slade 11 Wasp II 13 F 20 (F)
2 Steve Donaldson 92 Wasp II 13 F 12 (F)
3 Jonathan Woolrich 7 Oscar II 13 F 8 (F)
4 Nigel Brown 134 Kingcycle 12 F 7 (F)
5 Neil Marshall 49 Kingcycle 12 F 6 (F)
6 Ian Chattington 133 Tchaikowski 12 U 20 (U)
7 Roy MacDonald 55 Wasp II 12 F 5(F)
8 Sherri Prisk 85 Kingcycle 12 F/L 4 (F) / 20 (L)
9 Dave Redknap 87 Quadras 10 U 12 (U)
10 gNick Green 44 Mortimer 10 U 8 (U)
11 Andrew Harrington 131 Kingcycle 10 U 7 (U)
12 Ray & Sharie Brick 103 Tandem 10 U 6 (U)
13 Sandy Donaldson 24 Kingcycle 10 U 5 (U)
14 Nigel Sleigh 121 Wasp II 9 F 3 (F)
15 Tessa Murray 132 Kingcycle 9 U/L 4 (U) / 12 (L)

16 Susan Laughton 113 Kingcycle 9 U/L 3 (U) / 8 (L)

No scores for afternoon 30 minutes + 1 scratch race.  1-2-3 was Steve Donaldson, Steve Slade,
Jonathan Woolrich.

25th August - Meadowbank - Single Flying Laps - 250m
Pos Name No Machine Class Best Time Km/h MPH

1 Steve Donaldson 92 Wasp II F 14.78 60.89 37.85
2 Steve Slade 11 Wasp II F 14.94 60.24 37.44
3 Jonathan Woolrich 7 Oscar II F 15.97 56.36 35.03
4 Nigel Brown 134 Kingcycle F 16.12 55.83 34.70
5 Neil Marshall 49 Kingcycle F 16.33 55.11 34.25
6 Sherri Prisk 85 Kingcycle F/L 17.10 52.63 32.71
7 Sandy Donaldson 85 Kingcycle F 17.12 52.57 32.67
8 Roy MacDonald 55 Wasp II F 18.02 49.94 31.04
9 gNick Green 44 Mortimer U 19.23 46.80 29.09
10 Nigel Sleigh 121 Wasp II F 20.00 45.00 27.97
11 Dave Redknap 87 Quadras U 22.20 40.54 25.20
12 Susan Laughton 113 Kingcycle U/L 23.22 38.76 24.09
13 Mark Graham?

Dean Swift? 131 Kingcycle U 23.32 38.59 23.99

25th August - Meadowbank - Fast Scratch - 11 minutes due to rain
Pos Name No Machine Class Laps Km/h MPH

1 Steve Donaldson 92 Wasp II F 39 51.53 32.03
2 Steve Slade 11 Wasp II F 39 51.39 31.94
3 Jonathan Woolrich 7 Oscar II F 38 49.32 30.65
4 Roy MacDonald 55 Wasp II F 34 43.65 27.13
5 Neil Marshall 49 Kingcycle F 33 43.10 26.79
6 Nigel Brown 134 Kingcycle F 31 40.72 25.31
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Meadowbank - Fast Scratch continued
Pos Name No Machine Class Laps Km/h MPH

7 Sherri Prisk 85 Kingcycle F 31 39.94 24.82
8 Ian Chattington 133 Tchaikowski U 31 39.85 24.77

25th August - Meadowbank - Slow Scratch - 20 minutes + 3 laps
Pos Name No Machine Class Laps Km/h MPH

1 Sandy Donaldson 85 Kingcycle F 57 39.56 24.59
2 Dave Redknap 87 Quadras U 51 35.40 22.00
3 gNick Green 44 Mortimer U 51 35.25 21.91
4 Mark Graham 131 Kingcycle U 50 34.33 21.34
5 Nigel Sleigh 121 Wasp II F 49 33.82 21.02
6 Sherri Prisk 24 Kingcycle U/L 46 31.42 19.53
7 Ray & Sharie Brick 103 Tandem U 44 30.34 18.86
8 Susan Laughton 113 Kingcycle U/L 13 (DNF) 27.56 17.13

Top: Steve Donaldson
Bottom: Steve Slade, Roy MacDonald & unidenti-

fied Kingcycle.  Photos: Paul Nieuwenhuis

No score available for afternoon's Devil-Take-The-Hindmost.  Steve D thinks 1-2-3 was Steve
Slade, Steve Donaldson , Neil Marshall.   Sadly we couldn't make it to Scotland this year, due to
being in the middle of moving house.  Meadowbank looks like a fun velodrome unless you're on
three wheels - we shall definitely try to get there next year.
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22nd September - Castle Combe - Points Race
Pos Name No Machine Laps Class Points

1 Steve Donaldson 92 Wasp II 10 F 20 (F)
2 Steve Slade 11 Wasp II 10 F 12 (F)
3 Ian Sheen 86 Windcheetah 10 F 8 (F)
4 Jonathan Woolrich 7 Oscar II 10 F 7 (F)
5 Nigel Leaper 76 Low 10 F 6 (F)
6 Ian Chattington 36 Ross XLR Festina 10 F 5 (F)
7 Mike Weaver 106 Mikew 4 9 F 4 (F)
8 Roy MacDonald 55 Wasp II 9 F 3 (F)
9 Paul Davies 81 Faired Trike 95 8 F 2 (F)
10 Dave Larrington 68 The Pink Fairy 8 F 1 (F)
11 Dave Richards 94 Sun Machine III 8 U 20 (U)
12 Ian Willett 136 Ironing Board 8 U 12 (U)
13 John Lafford 108 92B 8 U 8 (U)
14 Sherri Prisk 24 Kingcycle 8 F/L 0/20 (L)

15 Richard Abbot 0 ? 8 U 7(U)
16 Paul London 22 Kingcycle 7 F 0
17 Dave Redknap 74 Quadras 7 U 6 (U)
18 Martyn Kemp 29 Kemp Evo 7 U 5 (U)
19 Peter Ross 1 Festina 7 F 0
20 Ken Brown 8 Traction Avant 2 7 U 4 (U)
21 Simon Thompson 133 Tchaikowski 7 U 3 (U)
22 Richard Amos 28 Kemp Evo 1 7 U 2 (U)
23 gNick Green 44 Mortimer 7 U 1 (U)
24 Reg Turner 138 Ross Speed 7 U 0
25 René Meek 53 Ross 7 U 0
26 Marcus Hunt 54 Windcheetah 7 U/M 0/20 (M)
27 Nigel Sleigh 121 Wasp II 7 F 0
28 Geoff Bird 50 Velodynamics 7 U 0
29 Ian James 137 Flying Banana 7 U 0
30 Phil Skoyles 31 Mean 'n' Green 7 U 0
31 Terry Power 47 Inversion 6 U 0

Tim Hayes 25 Ross Low ? U 0

We don't appear to have any results from the second race, and the fax I received from gNick
indicates that Tim Hayes covered 15 laps, which probably isn't right.  As I recall, the day was
ferociously windy, but the race was still very fast - even your slob of an editor went quicker for half
an hour here than he managed for ten minutes on the Leicester velodrome.  The car and bike boys
complain about the bumps here, but in our speed range they're not a problem.  And Jonathan
Woolrich says that the next time Ian Sheen pips him on the line like that he can walk home...

20th October - Eastway AGM Races

No results seem to exist from here at all!  gNick say that this is because it was raining and thus no-
one felt like lap-scoring, and I wasn't there, so I'm unable to cast any doubt on the veracity of his
story.  Which doesn't affect the final outcomes of the Championships anyway - results overleaf.
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Homebuilders Trophy
Photo & Trophy: Jonathan Woolrich Winner: Dave Richards

Championship honours fell to the following:
Faired Steve Slade
Unfaired Ian Chattington
Multitrack Tim Hayes
Ladies Sherri Prisk
Newcomers Dave Richards
Homebuilders Dave Richards
Unfortunate Scotsman Steve Donaldson

The new Homebuilders Trophy, donated by Jonathan Woolrich, went to the ever-improving
combination of Dave Richards and his Sun Machine seriesof low-level two-wheelers - Jonathan
having magnanimously excluded himself from the list of potential recipients!  Jonathan also
donated the Ladies' trophy, pictured opposite.

The Unfortunate Scotsman Trophy for sheer bad luck, inaugurated last year and also pictured
opposite, was awarded in 1996 to a real live Scotsman; Steve Donaldson's combination of K-
drive durability testing and deranged elbows just pipping Nigel Leaper's valiant efforts with the
first corner on the Curborough circuit, the surface of the Leicester velodrome and an errant
Cocker spaniel...
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Ladies Trophy
Photo & Trophy: Jonathan Woolrich Winner: Sherri Prisk

Photo: Jonathan Woolrich
Unfortunate Scotsman: Steve

Donaldson

Unfortunate Scotsman Trophy
Trophy: Tina Brandenburg

Anyway, if the combined guesswork of Messrs. Green and Larrington is accurate, the final Cham-
pionships tables read as follows:
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Unfaired
Name Vehicle Total Points Adj. Points Pos

Ian Chattington Ross Festina XLR 120 120 1
Dave Richards Sun Machine II / III 54 54 2
John Lafford 92B 52 52 3

Dave Redknap Quadras 36 36 4
Martyn Kemp Doober Jolly 31 31 5

Wouter Suverkropp Hurricane 27 27 6=
gNick Green Mortimer 27 27 6=
Chris Martin Windcheetah 26 26 8

Richard Amos Kemp Evo 2 24 24 9
Kees Bakker Raven 20 20 10
Paul Morantz Kingcycle 16 16 11
Mark Timbrell FlevoBike / Kingcycle 15 15 12

Ian Willett Ironing Board 12 12 13
René Meek Ross 10 10 14
Tim Hayes Trice 9 9 15=
Paul See Kingcycle 9 9 15=

Paul Davies Carbon 93 Bike 8 8 17=
Marielle Bakker Baron Low Racer 8 8 17=
Kevin Golloghly Inversion II 8 8 17=

Sherri Prisk Kingcycle 7 7 20=
Richard Abbott ? 7 7 20=

Andrew Harrington Kingcycle 7 7 20=
Ray & Sharie Brick Tandem 6 6 23=

Paul Ki-Kydd Kingcycle 6 6 23=
John Maher M5 Low Racer 6 6 23=
Terry Power Inversion 5 5 26=

Sandy Donaldson Kingcycle 5 5 26=
Mike Burrows Windcheetah 5 5 26=

Jean-Charles Gosselin Home Made FWD 5 5 26=
Andy Rice Pinkerton Knutt 5 5 26=

Tessa Murray Kingcycle 4 4 31=
Ken Brown Traction Avant 2 4 4 31=

Derrick Tweddle Fast Donkey 4 4 31=
Bob Dixon Windcheetah 4 4 31=

Tim Clarkson Trice 3 3 35=
Susan Laughton Kingcycle 3 3 35=
Simon Thompson No Name / Tchaikowski 3 3 35=

Nigel Brown Trice 3 3 35=
Jonathan Woolrich Shopper 3 3 35=

David Dunlop Ross 3 3 35=
Martin Brown Kingcycle 2 2 41=

Jonathan Skoyles Mean 'n' Green I 2 2 41=
Dave Bridges Cab II 2 2 41=

Rodolphe Friemel Trice 1 1 44=
José Espejo Kingcycle 1 1 44=
John Milburn Milburn 1 1 44=
Chris Parker

Karen Thomas
Karis Tandem 1 1 44=

Tina Brandenburg Kingcycle 0 0 48=
Sharon Scott Kingcycle 0 0 48=

Robert Mercer BB1 0 0 48=
Reg Turner Ross Speed 0 0 48=
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Multitrack
Name Vehicle Total Points Ad j. Points Pos

Tim Hayes Trice 88 88 1
Marcus Hunt Windcheetah 60 60 2=
Chris Martin Windcheetah 60 60 2=
Nigel Brown Trice 20 20 4=

Mike Burrows Windcheetah 20 20 4=
Tim Clarkson Trice 14 14 6

Matt Bridgestock PlyCycle 12 12 7
Rodolphe Friemel Trice 8 8 8=

John Milburn Milburn 8 8 8=
Bob Dixon Windcheetah 8 8 8=
Peter Cox Rubicon 7 7 11=

John Linwood Trice 7 7 11=
Chris Chapman Trice ? ? ?

Ladies
Name Vehicle Total Points Adj. Points Pos

Sherri Prisk Kingcycle 132 132 1
Susan Laughton Kingcycle 56 56 2

Tina Brandenburg Kingcycle 20 20 3=
Marielle Bakker Baron Low Racer 20 20 3=

Christine Murphy Kingcycle 20 20 3=
Tessa Murray Kingcycle 12 12 6
Sharon Scott Kingcycle 8 8 7

I've tried to get all the details as accurate as possible; however putting this stuff together so long
after the races means that some errors are bound to occur.  Apologies to anyone thus afflicted.

Unfaired continued
Phil Skoyles Mean 'n' Green 0 0 48=
Peter Cox Rubicon 0 0 48=

Patrick Field Ratcatcher 0 0 48=
Nigel Sims Pinkerton Hedgecutter 0 0 48=
Neil Jones Polecat 0 0 48=
Neil Coles Radius 16V 0 0 48=

Matt Bridgestock PlyCycle 0 0 48=
Marcus Hunt Windcheetah 0 0 48=
Kevin Mercer BB2 0 0 48=
Ken Dickinson HD 0 0 48=

John Olson Black Rat 0 0 48=
John Linwood Trice 0 0 48=
James Murphy Kingcycle 0 0 48=

Ian James Flying Banana 0 0 48=
Geoff Bird Velodynamics 0 0 48=

Dave Pinkerton Very Repugnant / Pinkerton Buggs Bunny 0 0 48=
Christine Murphy Kingcycle 0 0 48=

Chris Skoyles Mean 'n' Green II 0 0 48=
Alec Brown Brown Thing 0 0 48=

Adam Weaver Ross 0 0 48=
Aaron Lapparg? Kingcycle 0 0 48=
Vince Mackenzie Hurricane ? ? ?
Chris Chapman Trice ? ? ?

Andy Barnes Kingcycle ? ? ?
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Steve Slade & Miles Kingsbury carrying out precision adjust-
ments to the K-drive.  Photo: Dave Cormie

Faired
Name Vehicle Total Points Ad j. Points Pos

Steve Slade Wasp 104 104 1
Ian Sheen Windcheetah 84 84 2

Steve Donaldson Wasp 67 67 3
Jonathan Woolrich Oscar II 67 62 4

Nigel Leaper Low 49 49 5
Mike Weaver Mikew 2C / Mikew 4 35 35 6

Roy MacDonald Kingcycle / Wasp 40 34 7
Richard Grigsby Ross Festina 20 20 8=
Andy Wilkinson Windcheetah 20 20 8=

Nigel Brown Kingcycle 19 19 10
Dave Larrington The Pink Fairy 18 18 11

Tim Costen Kingcycle 14 14 12
Nigel Sleigh Leaper / Wasp 13 13 13=
Neil Marshall Kingcycle 13 13 13=

Ian Chattington Ross Festina XLR 5 5 15
Sherri Prisk Kingcycle 4 4 16=

Martin Arundel Other Woman 4 4 16=
Dennis Adcock No Name / Old Pig 4 4 16=
Paul London Kingcycle 2 2 19=
Paul Davies Faired Trike 95 2 2 19=

Lloyd Tomkins Kingcycle 2 2 19=
Peter Ross Ross Festina XLR 0 0 22
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Have you seen this fairing?
Photo: Sarah Butcher
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... is a new venture in the
East Midlands offering
manufacturing, prototyping
and design services in all
aspects of cycling, human
powered vehicles and alter-
native transport methods.

From traditional diamond
frames in cro-mo steel
through radical racing
recumbents to bicycle trailers the only boundary is
our joint imagination and creativity.

We can work in most materials, steel through alu-
minium to titanium, and most construction methods,
brazing to TIG.  Give us a ring to discuss your
requirements.
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Suppliers & W ants

Advertising rates for the body of this magazine: Full page £30.00
Half page £15.00

Entries in this section are free, and should stick to the facts.  If you want to hit everyone with the
"Vorsprung Durch Technik" approach, please take out an advert at the above rates.

Bicycling Books, 309 / 311 Horn Lane, London W3 0BU
Phone 0181 993 3484

"Possibly the greatest stock of bicycling books in the entire world" - ex-Ed

Highpath Engineering - Chris Bell / Dave Wrath-Sharman
Phone 01570 470035

Custom milled chainrings Any size, any shape
Custom freewheels 5 speed, 6 speed, 6 compact, 7 speed, 8 speed, 8 compact
Freehub sprockets Any size, alloy or steel
Also CNC machining, frame building and the undertaking of design work.
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Peter Ross, Crystal Engineering, Unit 1A Jubilee Wharf, Commercial
Road, Penryn, Cornwall TR10 8AQ

Phone / Fax 01326 378848
We have been making recumbents since 1986, and over 300 TRICE tricycles and ROSS RECUM-
BENT bicycles have been sold in the UK and worldwide.  Both models may be bought as a frameset;
and full fairings, or separate tail fairing / luggage compartments, are available.  The FESTINA
Extra Low Racer is now available as a frameset.  We usually have some used HPV's.
Ross Recumbent   £875 Frameset from:   £625
Trice complete £1399 Frameset from: £1050
Festina Frameset from:   £799
Parts available: 20" rims, 20x1.125 tyres.  Glassfibre seats.  Tubular-framed seat with mesh cover.
Rear luggage compartments / fairings.  Suspension forks.

Valley Cycles, Wellingborough, Northants.
Phone 01933 271030

are now importing the CHALLENGE HURRICANE SWB recumbent bicycle.
Range of options include Sachs 3x7 gears, Magura Hydraulic brakes.
All models have rear suspension. Prices from: £1100

Miles Kingsbury 01494 524004 / 450414
Enquiries to Neatwork - 01890 883456

KINGCYCLE recumbent Holder of the World 1 Hour Record for 4 years with the
Bean

A quality and race-proven machine equally suited for commuting and touring.  There are many
accessories available, including nose and tail fairings and a pattern for a cloth fairing.  Also avail-
able: wheel discs, headrest, touring carriers.

Kingcycle complete with 21 speed indexing Sach 'New Success'
Groupset & Sturmey-Archer hub brakes  £1380 inc. VAT
As above but with Magura hydraulic brakes  £1500 inc. VAT
Frameset, for owner to fit with parts of choice    £820 inc. VAT
Front suspension supplied with the above    £246 inc. VAT
Rims for 450A & 24" tyres  £18.50 inc. VAT

Ask for details of the many other accessories

Future Cycles, Patrick Shaw - New & s/h machines
Phone 01342 822847

STREETGLIDER - SWB with underseatFrameset: £795 inc. VAT
steering, 531 Longstaff frame with negative Complete bike from: £1350 inc. VAT
rake forks.

VISION RECUMBENT - The only convertible
SWB / LWB in the UK. Complete bike from:     £995 inc. VAT

SPARES: Tyres: 500A Michelin - £7.50 450A - £6.95.
HP tubes: 500x28A Michelin - £3.50 Swallow 500A/20" - £3.00

450/18" - £3.00
P&P add £0.50 per tube, £1.00 per tyre, to a maximum of £5.00.Credit cards welcome.
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Middleburn Cycle Technology, Chris Dodman
Phone 01420 22995

In addition to their range of cranks and hubs, there are also chainrings.  The largest for each type are:
Compact drive (94mm PCD) 48T
Standard MTB (110mm PCD) 52T
Road (130mm PCD) 62T

Larger chainrings can be manufactured in small batches.

Seat Of The Pants Co. PO Box 5, Sale, Cheshire M33 4AP
Phone / Fax 0161 976 5662

Offers the following models:

The Burrows Windcheetah "Coolest Recumbent of Show", Interbike 1996 -
Robert Bryant, Recumbent Cyclist News £2,200 + VAT

The Pickup Will carry half a Brox with ease! £1,400 + VAT
The Velocità All-aluminium Sports / Touring SWB, with front

suspension as standard.  Now being
manufactured by The Seat Of The Pants Co. £1,540 + VAT

Copenhagen Pedersen We are now the UK importers.  Prices start at
around: £1,400

Recumbent Shorts Designed by Andy Wilkinson for his epic Lands
End - John O'Groats record-breaking ride.  The
only UK shorts made specifically for recumbent
riders.  Real chamois insert.  S/M/L £35.35 + £2.50 p&p

Aerobikes, Robert Turner or Bill Davidson
Phone 0131 657 5655

Offer the following range of compact long wheelbase models, which are
highly suited for both touring and commuting:

Aerobike Model T No suspension, caliper brakes, 3x7 gears   £995
Aerobike Commuter Rear suspension, Sachs 'Traxx' components £1200
Aerobike Tour Frame as above with Sachs 'Centera' components £1450
Aerobike Grand Tour Sachs 'Quartz' components, disk brake, rack, dynamo £1925
Aerobike Sprint Neat small-wheeled SWB for BHPC racing and leisure   £895
Aerotrike With full suspension and folding facility ready for release early '97

Also mail order. Everything you might need for making bike, trike, folder etc. including
tubing from 8mm to 50mm diameter.  Wheels, tyres, nuts and bolts,
gears, hubs, etc. etc.

FrameWorks, Loughborough, Leicestershire - Sean Kerslake
Phone 01509 268223

Offers all types of frame building - traditional and modern, prototype work, brazing and welding
(MIG, TIG, steel, aluminium, titanium, etc.) - making your dreams a reality!  See advert elsewhere
in this issue for more details.
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Small Adz...

Dave Larrington, 166 Higham Hill Road, London E17 6EJ
Phone 0181 531 4496

Problem: You have a number of  awkwardly-shaped HPV's to drag around various regions
of The New Europe™.  Vans cost Money to hire, and you can't afford to buy one
of those tarted-up Transits like some people around here.  All you've got is a
regular everyday motor car.  What can you do?

Solution: Come to an Arrangement with the Editor of this journal, and tow away the one
and only Menace Trailer.  Based on a 12' caravan chassis, this unique device is
easily handled by one person late at night after driving halfway across The New
Europe™, yet can carry numerous HPV's with ease, and comes complete with
assorted fitments for lashing down both two-and three-wheeled machines, a
useful luggage box, a cover to keep the rain out when stored and a paint job
guaranteed to stand out in any High Street this side of Kathmandu.  £150 or swap
for roadworthy Mini.  Contact the Editor now...

Oliver Bennett, 21 Dernish Lawn,  Shannon, Co. Clare, Ireland
Phone + 353 61 362467

Peer Gynt, medium, black.  New unfitted Zzipper.  Less than 800 miles; very
good reason for sale.  £1800; will deliver to Irish Sea ports in England or
Wales.

Oliver Zechlin, Germany.  E-mail:
na153@fim.uni-erlangen.de or Phone + 49 911 5106638
oliver.zechlin@erl9.siemens.de Fax + 49 911 3930471

Howdy,
I am currently preparing the 2nd (non-profit) HPV CD-ROM and was wondering
if you islanders could contribute something along the line, fotos, texts,  BHPV-
info etc.?  Greetings from Germany, Oliver.  (1st HPV CD-ROM available from
Oliver; price 35 DM - Ed.)

Ian Sheen Phone 0181 903 5015 (Home)
0171 492 1514 (Work)

Velocità, medium frame, carbon Moens seat, custom components, front
suspension, rack, mudguards, bar-ends, mirror, etc. etc.  Please ring for full
details.  Offers around £1200.

Ron Beams, 'Coral Gables', Park Lawn Road, Weybridge, Surrey
Phone 01932 844038

Slipstream "Demon" recumbent trike - touring mods by Clive Walton.  Hope
hydraulic disc brakes, Sachs 3x7, mudguards, Blackburn carrier, Mirrycle r/v
mirror.  900 miles; ideal touring mount.  £2250 o.n.o.

Wanted:  Issues 1-7 and 12 of BHPC Newsletter - good prices paid to complete
my collection.




